Regents Honor Outstanding Faculty And Staff

The Texas A&M University System Board of Regents honored 10 professors and seven fellows within the A&M System with Regents Awards for 2013-14. Texas A&M University and Aggie recipients of the Regents Professor Award are Dr. Nagamangala “NK” Anand, A&M and A&M Engineering Experiment Station; Dr. Harold P. Boas, A&M; Dr. Karen S. Bradley ’86, Texas A&M University-Kingsville; Dr. Donald R. Deis, Jr., ’88, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi; Dr. Binayak P. Mohanty, A&M and Texas A&M AgriLife Research; Dr. Jay R. Rooker, Texas A&M University at Galveston; and Dr. Rajan Varadarajan, A&M. Dr. Kay Fitzpatrick ’83, A&M Transportation Institute, was one of the recipients of the Regents Fellow Service Award.

Service Earns Staffers Awards From President

Texas A&M Interim President Mark Hussey ’79 presented the 28th Annual President’s Meritorious Service Awards on Feb. 25. These prestigious awards to Texas A&M staff have been funded since 1986 by The Association of Former Students. Honored as a team were members of the University Police Crisis Intervention Team: Jonathan Blythe, Josh Deleon, Lee Elkins ’06, Jennifer Enloe, John Kay ’91, Ethan Patton, Adrian Shepherd and Justin Vykukal. Honored individually were Betty Cotton (Biochemistry and Biophysics), Sarah Edwards ’07 (Student Activities), Sherry Escalante (Office of the Vice Chancellor and Dean of Engineering), Edie Hammond (Enterprise Information Systems), Mary Hein (Bush School of Government and Public Service), Nick Kilmer (Scholarships and Financial Aid), Terence Krolezyk ’92 (Enterprise Information Systems), Paulette Lesher (English), Tawyna Moehlman (Recreational Sports), Christi (Ramirez) Barrera (Sociology), Spring Robinson (Marketing, Mays Business School), Rachael Sears ’05 (Veterinary Large Animal Clinical Sciences), Faith Stringer ’03 (College of Architecture), Alexandra Tomecek (Physics and Astronomy) and Holley Toschlog (Materials Science and Engineering).